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Human-Environmental 
Interactions 

ENV1600-001
Class 16: Thurs, Oct 31, 2019
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Today’s 1st topic
Oceans and fisheries (wrap up)
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Learning objectives

• After this part of the class you should be able to:


1. Finish describing selected public policy responses to 
over fishing


2. Describe ocean challenges and responses using the 
DPSIR framework
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But first …
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The mighty and ever-righteous 
environmental song contest

• The Prophet’s Song


• By Queen


• From the 1975 album 
A Night At The Opera


• Submitted by Sarah 
George
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Responses to over fishing
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• Investments in aquaculture

But what are some challenges associated with aquaculture?
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• Energy economics


• 2nd law of 
thermodynamics


• Recall the efficiency 
of beef consumption


• Pollution


• Organic (faeces) >> 
eutrophication


• Chemical (pesticides, 
antibiotics)


• Escapement


• Exotic species >> 
threats to endemic 
species


• Transmission of 
disease (heart 
inflammation) and 
parasites (sea lice)


• Predator control (culling)
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Influencing consumers
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• Eco-labelling: better information for consumers so we can 
make more sustainable choices
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DPSIR overview
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UN World Oceans 
Assessment
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Today’s 2nd topic

Climate change redux …


Policy responses
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Learning objectives

• After this part of the class you should be able to:


1. Outline and critically analyze selected policy responses 
to climate change challenges
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Climate change policy 
responses
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Responses & uncertainty

• Recall the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change’s 2014 assessment


• Virtually certain (> 99% probability) that climate change 
is occurring


• Extremely likely (> 95% probability) that humans have 
been the dominant cause of warming since the 
mid-20th century
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• Recall our strategies for dealing with uncertainty


1. Be precautionary: act to prevent serious environmental 
harm even if there is a lack of full scientific certainty


2. Be adaptive: plan, act, monitor, evaluate, learn, and adjust


3. Be participatory: multiple values and knowledges can help


Here is a 4th one


4. Take no-regrets actions: these are beneficial even if the 
likelihood of harm from climate change turns out to be 
less than suspected 
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IPCC response framework

• Calls for both:


• Mitigation: efforts to reduce or prevent emission of 
greenhouse gases


• Adaptation: actions that reduce the negative impacts of 
climate change, while taking advantage of potential 
new opportunities
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• Notice the top two boxes


• One is virtually certain 
and the other is 
extremely likely


• From there we move to 
impacts and autonomous 
adaptation (of both 
ecological & social 
systems)


• After autonomous 
adaptation there are usually 
residual or net impacts


• These require a planned, 
collective response 
through public policy


• We then move to the two 
main branches or types of 
responses


• We mitigate human 
interference and we 
undertake planned 
adaptation
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• Types of adaptation responses
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Adaptation responses


• Can be either anticipatory or reactive


• Can occur in natural systems 
independent of human systems (the 
green boxes)


• E.g., changes in the length of 
forest growing seasons, changes 
in the makeup of species and 
communities in ecosystems 


• Can also occur largely in human 
systems


• It can be divided between 
responses by private actors (the 
blue boxes) and government 
actors (the pink boxes)


• Because human beings have agency, 
we have both anticipatory and 
reactive responses, e.g.,


• In the anticipatory/private realm, 
individuals in floodplains building 
houses on stilts and oil companies 
redesigning ocean rigs


• In the reactive/private realm, 
insurance company hiking 
premiums because of increased 
insurance claims due to climate 
change impacts


• In the anticipatory/public realm, 
incentives for relocation from a 
flood plain prior to a flood disaster 
occurring


• In the reactive/public realm, 
compensation payments for losses 
due to a flood
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Mitigation responses


1. Command and control 
regulation


• Create legal 
standards for 
emission levels for 
given industries and 
enforce compliance

CBC, Oct 30, 2019
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2. Putting a price on carbon


• Taxes & cap and trade 
systems


• Internalize social and env 
costs into the pricing 
system


• Aimed at stopping the use 
of the atmosphere as a 
free dumping ground

CNBC
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3. Alternative energy


• Developing alternatives 
to fossil-fuels, such as 
wind, solar and hydro-
generated electricity


• Can involve creating 
incentives for industry 
such as providing 
subsidies

CBC, Oct 29, 2019
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4. Carbon sequestration


• Carbon can be sequestered in biological sinks, such 
forests and agricultural systems

Toronto Star, Oct 16, 2017
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5. Geo-engineering


• Systematic large-scale 
manipulation of the Earth's 
climate system, e.g., 


• Direct carbon capture 
and storage in the 
lithosphere


• Indirect carbon 
sequestration in the 
oceans through iron 
fertilization


• Producing stratospheric 
sulphur aerosols

October 6, 2019
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1. Command and control 
regulation


2. Putting a price on 
carbon


3. Developing alternatives 
to fossil-fuels


4. Carbon sequestration


5. Geo-engineering

To what extent are these responses precautionary?


How easily can they be adapted?


To what extent do they offer no regrets?
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